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Outstanding Picture Editing For A Structured Reality Or Competition Program

Alone

Gut Feeling

As resilience and strength are put to the ultimate test, the remaining participants look to the past for
answers. One survivalist takes a dangerous fall while another suffers pains that seem to only get
disastrously worse.

The Amazing Race

Body Of Work

In the Austrian Alps, teams take center stage in a performance themed leg of yodeling, dancing, and
playing traditional Glockenklang bells. As elimination looms for the last place team, navigational errors and
misplaced costumes lead to a climactic footrace through the streets of historic Innsbruck.

America's Got Talent

Body Of Work

Welcomes acts of any age and any talent, as they compete for the chance to win a $1 million grand prize
and try to impress the judging panel of Simon Cowell, Howie Mandel, Sofia Vergara, and Heidi Klum.

America's Test Kitchen: The Next Generation

Fake It ‘Til You Bake It

7 remaining home cooks tackle their first on-camera demos, then take on baking without recipes?! The
Task Challenge is a baking hack demo, while the Test throws two textures at them they’ll need to combine
into a baked dish. Guest Kwame Onwuachi and Dan Souza taste all of the bakes.

American Idol

Body Of Work

In the American Idol season 6 premiere, viewers embark on a nationwide search across New Orleans, Las
Vegas and Nashville to find the next singing sensation, with help from superstar judges Luke Bryan, Katy
Perry and Lionel Richie. Ryan Seacrest hosts.

American Ninja Warrior

Body Of Work

The Season 14 Premiere of American Ninja Warrior, from San Antonio, Texas, as men and women from all
walks of life try to conquer the world's toughest obstacle course.

Antiques Roadshow

Idaho Botanical Garden, Hour 2

Antiques Roadshow is back on the road, traveling the country and revealing more secrets behind America’s
hidden treasures. Returning to in-person events, this season of Roadshow features moments that are at
turns jaw-dropping, life-changing, and bittersweet—but are always deeply human and unfailingly
captivating.



Baking It

Explosive Master Bakes

The bakers create a centerpiece dish for a holiday celebration in the explosive season finale.

Best Of The Worst

Black Spine Junka 3

Best Of The Worst is a review series, which focuses on B-movies and bizarre video releases from the VHS
era. Each episode features brief introductions of the releases, excerpts from the screenings, panel
discussions with a rotating cast, and the occasional destruction of videos.

The Big Brunch

Body Of Work

The final five chefs are eager to impress chef Dominique Ansel with their Trendsetting Starters, but after a
disappointing showing, Dan, Will, and Sohla reveal a shocking surprise for the Main.

Bobby's Triple Threat

Titans vs. Kevin Tien

Bobby Flay handpicks one elite chef to compete against his trio of Titans. The Titans goal: to protect the
$25,000 prize at all costs. If, however, the competing chef can out-cook the three Titans, they leave with
all the cash and become lifetime members of the Titan Club.

Capital One College Bowl

Body Of Work

Twelve universities have advanced from the qualifier round; the quarterfinal rounds begin with BYU taking
on Norte Dame and Georgia facing off with Texas.

Celebrity Family Feud

The Sharks vs. The Talk and Natasha Leggero vs. Lauren Ash

Hosted by Steve Harvey, the first game features Shark Tank in a hilarious face off against the hosts from
The Talk to see who will win the grand prize for their selected charities. In the next game, Natasha Leggero
and Lauren Ash go head to head.

Cesar Millan: Better Human, Better Dog

Best Friend Body Guard

Cesar rehabs an aggressive Rhodesian Ridgeback and an anxious Mini-schnauzer.

The Challenge: Ride Or Dies

Don't Die For Me Argentina

Ride or Die partners hope to prove that their bonds can outlast the competition, as they battle for a
massive cash prize; Laurel and Turbo get off on the wrong foot, TJ reveals a cutthroat twist disguised as a
friendly gesture.

Ciao House

A Bridge Too Farro

Ten rising culinary stars live together in a breathtaking Italian villa and compete against each other as
individuals and in teams to prove their mastery of Italian cooking techniques and dishes. In the end, only
the last chef standing will win the grand prize.



The Circle

Body Of Work

After a shocking vote, two players get a big surprise. A funny new face has the chat laughing, while
strategic cliques start to form behind the scenes.

Claim To Fame

Poker Face

Contestants face a lie detector.

The Climb

Deep Water Solo

Kicking off their journey in Majorca, Spain, Chris Sharma and Megan Martin put the skills of ten aspiring
rock climbers to the ultimate test in an intimidating deep water solo challenge.

Cosmic Love

Astrologically Matched

The four Elements arrive at the Cosmic Compound and meet a group of eligible singles. They each go on a
first date before any of their ideal matches are revealed; some follow their astrological advice, some fall
back into old patterns. Sparks begin to fly and early connections are tested.

Couples Therapy

Episode 10

Brock & Kristi unpack their Mormon upbringing; Josh struggles with Natasha's lack of intimacy; Christine
transitions to a poly relationship with Nadine; Sean shows Orna the meaning of the word gaslighting.

Dancing With Myself

Better When We’re Dancing

A grandma, an active-duty serviceman, a video game creator and nine other contestants from across the
country enter the Dancing with Myself pods to battle it out over six dance challenges set by celebrity
creators Shakira, Nick Jonas and Liza Koshy.

Dr. Seuss Baking Challenge

Body Of Work

Three teams remain in the City of Seuss to vie for their place in the finale! They’ll be challenged to take on
two of Dr. Seuss’ most tongue-twisting tales: Fox in Socks and If I Ran the Circus. At the end of this
challenge, just two teams will move on.

Drag Me To Dinner

Whoring 20s

It’s a scandalous Whoring 20s Dinner Party! Queens Trinity the Tuck & BeBe Zahara Benet battle Thorgy
Thor & Kiki Ball-Change. Neil Patrick Harris, Bianca Del Rio, Haneefah Wood, & David Burtka star, Murray
Hill hosts.

Floor Is Lava

Hotter Than Lava

What's scarier than being unfollowed on Instagram? Nothing! But for these reality stars, falling into a pit of
lava may be a close second.



The Gentle Art Of Swedish Death Cleaning

Body Of Work

Godfrey looks fine on the surface. But underneath there’s a pile of grief. His basement is full of his
deceased parents’ things, and he doesn’t want to get rid of any of it. The Death Cleaners help him face his
basement and his grief.

The Hype

Understand The Assignment

After an unexpected first challenge narrows the competiton, the remaining designers have 24 hours to
create a luxury streetwear 'fit to impress a panel of special guests, including style icon Law Roach anad
season one finalist Kai Nguyen.

Iron Chef: Quest For An Iron Legend

Battle Live Sturgeon

Can two heads beat one? Chef pals Gregory Gourdet and Mei Lin make a splash with East-West sturgeon
plates in a fish fight against Iron Chef Ming Tsai.

Iron Chef: Quest For An Iron Legend

Battle Tailgate

Game on. NYC'S Esther Choi and Iron Chef Marcus Samuelsson score in a rib-laden tailgate round with
former NFL players Keyshawn Johnson and Vernon Davis. Actor Danny Trejo judges.

LEGO Masters

Teams of two LEGO enthusiasts compete against each other in ambitious brick-building challenges for a
cash prize, the ultimate LEGO trophy and the grand title of LEGO Master.

Let's Make A Deal

Episode 14140

Features Wayne Brady, as he sings and has fun with various foods contestants offer him. Brady also has
his lost in translation moment with a contestant from Bulgaria in Act 1. Brady demonstrates his knowledge
of judo, and the episode also features an appearance of Dr. Wayne.

Love Is Blind

Body Of Work

As single Seattleites begin a new round of voice-only dating, intersecting love triangles take shape that
may lead to heartache down the line.

Love Island

Body Of Work

The islanders are living with the consequences of the sibling steal which causes the dynamic in the villa to
shift, as new alliances have been made and some connections are at risk of coming to an end.

Making The Cut

Festival Wear

Coming off of the strongest runway of the season, the remaining designers are assigned to create a two-
look fesitival wear collection, leading many of them to face their biggest challenge yet and ending with a
shocking result.



The Masked Singer

Body Of Work

Three celebrities perform in this top-secret singing competition in which celebrities face off against each
other and appear in elaborate costumes with full-face masks to conceal their identities.

The Mole

Body Of Work

A puzzling jailbreak challenge ends in a nail-biting finish. The next day, the players face a new mind game
that pits them against each other.

My Kind Of Country

Jimmie Allen’s Showcase

The competition begins as Jimmie’s artists arrive in Nashville and rehearse for the first showcase with
music director Adam Blackstone.

The One That Got Away

Back To My Future

Six singles arrive at our resort - a place which will turn back the clock and give them a chance at love with
a variety of people from their past. What if the one that got away, didn’t? Allyssa, Ashley, Jeff, Kasey, Nigel
and Vince are about to find out.

Outlast

Hunger Pains

Three days in, some players break down and Jordan plays mind games. The teams must build rafts and
beat the tide to reach crab traps on a nearby island.

Password

Jon Hamm And Jimmy Fallon

Jon Hamm and Jimmy Fallon face off alongside their matched contestants with a barrage of jokes, zingers,
and wisecracks as the editors created a fresher and quicker pace of play than previous versions of the
show.

Penn & Teller: Fool Us

Episode 906

Magicians from around the world try to fool Penn & Teller with their own trick.  Filmed in Las Vegas, with
some tricks shot remotely due to Covid.

Perfect Match

Body Of Work

Ten single stars from previous reality series gather to a villa to find their first matches. Two friends opt to
prioritize strategy over romance.

Pickled

Pickled is a two-hour sports comedy special about pickleball, hosted by Stephen Colbert, with a lineup of
celebrities playing America’s fastest-growing sport.



Press Your Luck

I'm Not Crying, You're Crying Part II

Host Elizabeth Banks is back to help contestants Justin Ebenhack, Chip Vernier, and Debbie Gwaltney try
to win those Big Bucks and avoid the iconic and devilish Whammy for a chance at life - changing cash
prizes on Press Your Luck.

The Price Is Right

Body Of Work

The Price Is Right celebrates its Superfans, when devoted viewers from across the country get to live out
their biggest dream of being called to Come On Down. They’re put to the test with games they know by
heart for a chance to win thrilling prizes.

Queer Eye

Speedy For Life

After a traumatic accident, a young man wants to inspire others but hides his own sadness. Can the Fab
Five — and a returning hero — help him open up?

RuPaul's Drag Race

Wigloose: The Rusical!

In the ultimate performance challenge of the season, queens star in Wigloose: The Rusical! This timely
musical tale of resistance takes place in a small town where a narrow-minded leader has outlawed drag,
and it’s up to a group of young queens to fight back and change hearts and minds.

Shark Tank

Body Of Work

Entrepreneurs come into the Tank eager to secure a deal with a Shark. Pitches include a social media star’s
board game, HBCU collegiate fashion designs, a wardrobe accessory and an innovative eyewear design.

Special Forces: Worlds Toughest Test

Series 1

Sixteen celebrities face challenges from the playbook of the Special Forces selection process.

Survivor

Telenovela

18 new castaways head to the Fiji islands to build their own society and attempt to Outwit, Outlast and
Outplay each other for $1 million and the title of Sole Survivor.

That's My Jam

Body Of Work

Celebrity guests Patti LaBelle, Billy Porter, Darren Criss and Sarah Hyland compete in a series of music,
dance and trivia-based games and musical performances, including new game More Than A Feeling.

Top Chef

Body Of Work

Top Chef returns to London. For their first Quickfire Challenge, 16 chefs will pair up to cook a dish featuring
a variety of UK seafood. Guest judge Chef Angela Hartnett joins for the Elimination Challenge, where the
chefs must create vegetable-forward dishes.



Tough As Nails

This Is Not A Sprint, It's A Marathon / Keep Battling 'Til The End

Tough As Nails is a competition series about Americans who roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty
to keep America running. Real people, real life, real tough. Competitors are tested for their strength,
endurance, life skills and mental toughness in challenges that take place at real-world job sites.

Tough As Nails

Welcome To Catalina Island / Perfect Symphony

Tough As Nails is a competition series about Americans who roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty
to keep America running. Real people, real life, real tough. Competitors are tested for their strength,
endurance, life skills and mental toughness in challenges that take place at real-world job sites.

Tournament Of Champions

And The Belt Goes To...

Guy Fieri hosts the ultimate bracket-style culinary tournament where 32 talented chefs representing the
east and west go head-to-head in sudden-death matches where the randomizer determines the elements
of the challenge and their fate is decided by a panel of food icon judges.

The Traitors

Cabins In The Woods

One player has the ultimate decision to make; a tall tale brings suspicion on one Traitor; the players
engage in a harrowing mission while on a trip full of creepy cabins; the most brutal round table so far.

Trixie Motel

Malibu Barbara

Leslie Jordan and Belinda Carlisle help renovate Trixie's Malibu Barbara room.

The Ultimatum: Queer Love

The Changeover

Revelations are shared during the changeover. Will a one-night stand break one couple — and will
someone new come between another?

The Voice

Body Of Work

America's best undiscovered talent goes head-to-head on teams led by four of today's biggest musical
icons, who playfully compete against each other while mentoring these inspiring singers in search of the
next superstar Voice.

We're Here

Jackson, Mississippi

Bob, Eureka, and Shangela travel to Jackson, Mississippi – city with a long history of oppression – helping
Mark create an authentic, safe community for other queer people of color; Debronski find his voice and
overcome fear holding him back; and motorcycle-riding Chris, whose ally-ship’s as hardcore as his lifestyle.

Who Do You Think You Are?

Zachary Quinto

Actor Zachary Quinto travels to Italy and the Midwest and discovers the story of his great-grandfather,
who held a political career in Pittsburgh.



End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For An Unstructured Reality Program

Below Deck Sailing Yacht

Smoke On The Water

When another engine issue emerges, Capt. Glenn modifies the plan and takes control of the ship, pointing
out the crews’ mistakes. Daisy and Colin make up after their fight as their relationship grows stronger.
Daisy confronts Gary about Mads and claims he’s playing his usual games.

Bling Empire: New York

A Bling Empire State Of Mind

Dorothy is ready for her new life in a new city, but when she arrives not-so-fashionably late at a couture
party, tempers flare and a rivalry ignites.

Buying Beverly Hills

Family Dynasty

Alexia steps up to sell the family home but fails to impress Allie when she bungles a showing. Joey
begrudgingly apprentices with veteran agent Ben.

College Hill: Celebrity Edition

Work Hard, Play Harder

College Hill: Celebrity Edition follows a group of celebs as they pursue an accelerated certificate program at
a historically black college/university. In season 2 of the show, the celebs attend Alabama State University.

Critter Fixers: Country Vets

Ready, Vet, Go!

The Docs at Critter Fixer help a skittish llama get over an illness, remove a 6lb tumor from a dog’s leg, and
start a new Vet For A Day national tour!

Deadliest Catch

Call Of A New Generation

In the season premiere, a young diverse generation ventures to the Bering Sea forging unlikely
wheelhouse alliances across the fleet. But as high prices draw illegal foreign boats, captains young and old
must band together to defend America’s prized crab grounds.

The Expats International Ingrams

Crown And Country

The Expats: International Ingrams is an unscripted docuseries about Black life abroad; giving never-
before-seen transformative insights into the many diverse facets of life abroad through cross-cultural
exchanges. The series radically transforms the reality TV model for Black-casted unscripted TV and directly
combats the distorted representation of BIPOC people globally.

Forever Summer: Hamptons

The Summer With Exes And O's

Emelye plans to throw a White Party but Hunter might RSVP no once he finds out who’s invited. Sophia
keeps Ilan in the friendzone, while someone else’s ex may cause a budding relationship to wilt. And after
Reid apologizes to Avery, will it be enough to fix their fractured friendship?



Gold Rush

The Alaska Verdict

A disastrous flood threatens to shockingly end Parker Schnabel’s Alaskan operation, the Clayton brothers
can’t get to gold rich ground and gamble on a risky plant move to save their season and Tony Beets takes
matters into his own hands when a burst pipe stops the gold coming in.

House Of Ho

A Ho In The Oven

While Judy grows closer to younger cousins Bella and Kim, Washington secretly reconciles with Sammy -
and broaches a big conversation with Lesley about the future of their family.

Indian Matchmaking

Body Of Work

Opening up to Aashay, Viral notices her softer side emerging. Still struggling to find a connection, Vinesh
finally considers changing his own mindset.

Intervention

Tina Featuring Amber Rose

In this episode, model, musician, entrepreneur, and social media phenomenon Amber Rose travels home to
South Philadelphia to come to the aid of her childhood best friend Tina, who’s addicted to fentanyl and
crack. Amber enlists the aid of Tina’s family, a local private investigator, and Interventionist Michael
Gonzales.

The Kardashians

I Have Something To Tell You...

As the Kardashians return for season two, Khloé reveals shocking news that will change the family forever.

Life Below Zero

A Storm To Remember

Alaskans face emotional challenges as they push through Dark Winter.

Meet Me In Paris

Three women travel to Paris in search of true love in the first reality rom-com movie. Will it be happily ever
after or heartbreak?

The Montaners

Ricky And Stef's Big Day

It's time for Ricky and Stef's highly anticipated wedding in Argentina. Family and friends traveled from all
over to celebrate the big day. A few days before the celebration, Marlene makes some last minute
preparations, and guests gather and meet one another as they look forward to the momentous occasion.

Naked And Afraid

Welcome To America!

Two foreigners try to become the first survivalists to endure 21 days on U.S soil. But rattlesnakes,
unfamiliar terrain and plummeting temperatures threaten to send them back across the pond.

Running Wild With Bear Grylls: The Challenge

Simu Liu In The Canadian Rockies

Bear shows Shang-Chi star Simu Liu how to trigger avalanches, plunge into frozen lakes and traverse
alpine terrain as temperatures drop below -20.



RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked

The Daytona Wind 2

RuPaul’s Drag Race: Untucked takes you behind-the-scenes of the competition for America’s Next Drag
Superstar. Viewers experience an intimate and unfiltered look at the sisterhood, the struggles and the
triumphs, as the queens share their hopes, fears and powerful life stories, while anxiously awaiting their
fates in the competition.

Selling Sunset

I Wanted To Hate You

Chrishell is head-over-heels in love — but is she ready to face the awkwardness at the office? New agent
Bre comes in hot, ruffling a few feathers.

Sweet Life: Los Angeles

Have You Really Have, Though?

For their final night in Mexico, Amanda plans a surprise pool party for Rob's birthday, but the celebration
quickly becomes a backdrop to relationship shake ups, make ups, and…break ups.

Vanderpump Rules

Lady And The Glamp

Lala grows suspicious about the nature of Tom and Raquel’s relationship, while Ariana staunchly defends
her boyfriend - until she catches him in a lie. James and Ally attempt to work out their issues following a
disastrous beach day, and Scheana helps make Raquel's birthday dreams come true.

Wahl Street

Alma Always

After the loss of his beloved mother, Alma, Mark takes a break from everything except filming his latest
movie and finds unexpected solace in one of his scenes.

Welcome To Wrexham

Do Or Die

For the first time in 14 years, Wrexham has a chance to be promoted out of the National League. Can they
do it?

End of Category


